Introduction. Let f{ff) be a real function which belongs to the class L(0, 2tt) and let (1) E a^> be its complex Fourier series.
If [f(ß)]~l also belongs to L(0, 2ir), we may consider its Fourier series (2) + 00
and investigate the connection between the Fourier coefficients of W)and \fW\-1-Formal multiplication of (1) and (2) The relation (4) was noticed and proved by Edrei under the assump-
his proof is given in §2. The final form of the result is due to Szegö; his proof is given in §3
1. Formal observations. We consider the trigonometric polynomial
<fc"+i(0; *) =-
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Obviously, for -k -n^X^ -k+n,
and for any integer X,
Noticing that 2. Study of a special case. If we replace the assumptions (i), (ii), and (iii) of the theorem by the more restrictive conditions (I), (II), and (III), we may apply Parseval's theorem to the left-hand sides of (1.1) and (1.2). We obtain respectively, (2.1) ~ C {*2"+i(*; k)*»m\ -¿r* = 2 A2"+l(7 X: V, ilftH-iO', A) .
In view of (2.3) and of the convergence of Sl^l 2> tne right-hand side of (2.4) may be estimated by Schwarz's inequality; we find i í\í-í A*+tà *) ,.
Letting n-»oo, we obtain (4). Using (3.5), (3.6), the mean-value theorem, and the definitions of Eu Ei, and E3, we obtain r {1 -h{d)f{6)}2 r . i-i In view of (1.2) and (1.3) the first term of the right-hand side of (3.2) vanishes as soon as »£/(«) +1 * + x|,
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